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ABSTRACT 
 

Accurate identification of tumor in brain is a challenging 
task in medical image processing and diagnosing the tumor 
with the use of Magnetic Resonance Image (MRI). So, 
identification tumor plays important role and there are many 
traditional segmentation methods which gives output, but it 
may or may not be accurate. So in this paper we compared two 
models which are segmentation with fusion and segmentation 
without fusion by comparing their performance metrics we 
can conclude which model gives more accurate performance 
metrics and is more preferable for Processing of image which 
helps to cure the tumor. The MRI grey scale image-based 
segmentation is a compound task because of unpredictability 
of brain tumors. In this clustering and segmentation methods 
are used. The main aim of this work is to compare two 
referable models, and which has better performance metrics 
where includes PSNR, MSE, SSIM, DC and gives the 
preferable model.  
 
Key words: Brain tumour; Magnetic Resonance Image; 
Segmentation; K-Means; Fuzzy C Means; Chan-Vese; Level 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Brain tumor means bulk or evolution of irregular cells 
inside the brain. The skull which surrounds the brain is 
extremely inelastic. Any tumor privileged such a regulated 
space can cause problems. There are two (2) main forms of 
brain tumors, benign (non-cancerous) and Malignant 
(cancerous) tumors [1]. Malignant (cancerous) tumors are 
separated into two types primary and secondary tumors, the 
first tumor is which starts within the brain and secondary 
tumor which are spread from one location to a different 
location. And benign (non-cancerous) tumors are of two types 
Adenomas and Fibromas. Benign (non-cancerous) tumors are 
called as low grade and malignant (cancerous) tumors is 
thought as high- grade. When any sort of tumor rises, they'll 

 
 

cause the burden inside skull to growth. this might cause 
brain harm and it's dangerous. The tumor detection is 
finished with the assistance of MRI’s, CAT, Ultrasound, 
X-rays and lots of more. during this paper we are using brain 
MRI images for detecting tumor. Primary brain tumors 
originate in brain and might developed from  

• Brain cells 
• The membranes that mount the brain 
• Nerve cells 
• Glands. 
Gliomas are tumor that develops from glial cells and are 

normally 
• Supports the structure of your central system nervous 
• Provide nutrition to central system nervous 
• Clean cellular waste 

    • Break down dead neurons. 
There are 4 grades in tumor 
Grade I - during this grade the tumors are slowly increasing 

and doubtful to spread. and that they will be cured by 
operation. 

Grade II - during this grade tumors are not as much of 
possible to grow and spread. and that they often grow after the 
treatment. 

Grade III – during this grade the tumors are more expected 
to grow rapidly. 

Grade IV – during this grade the tumors are actively 
dividing into a greater number of cells. and can be growing as 
fast because it can, it'll be the last grade of tumor and for the 
effected person too [2]. 

Why this problem occurs? It occurs thanks to inaccurately 
location area of tumor. And there's no specific reason for the 
abnormal growth of tumor and it mainly caused by damaged 
DNA. The tumor imaging will be done by: 

i). CT scanning i.e., computer tomography. 
ii). Ultrasound. 
iii). X-Rays. 
iv). MRI scanning i.e. magnetic resonant image. 
Although surgery is that the commonest handling for brain 

tumors except surgery radiation and chemotherapy will be 
slow the expansion of tumors but cannot be removed 
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physically [3]. 
MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) is one in all the 

common tests wont to diagnoses the brain tumors which offer 
detailed images of brain. The MRI works as 
Firstly, the patient is put in a very flux so a sender sends a 
electromagnetic wave through patient body where the scan is 
required so the electromagnetic wave shakes the protons that 
are present in patient body and when the electromagnetic 
wave ends the proton continues to shake for a few time and 
after then creates a brand new electromagnetic wave which is 
captured by an antenna (coil) at finally a computer algorithm 
turns it into a MR image.  
 
2. RELATED WORK 
 

Rajesh Babu K, et.al, [4]  Studied the Chan-Vese and level 
set segmentation algorithms for brain tumour detection,  As 
we have to enhance the segmentation process we test the MRI 
Denoised data using median filter, Then proceed to carry 
three stages , Three stages were developed, CNN , CT, NSCT, 
MWGF, GFF. A third stage includes segmentation over Fused 
Images. The result was performed by taking various 
performance metrics and Chan-vase Model gives better result 
than Level set before fusion. 

Rajesh Babu K, et.al, [5]  Analyzed the FCM algorithm and  
FCM is widely used in analysis of features, At first it was 
prone to the initialization problems and easily falls in to local 
minimum or saddle point on iteration, Several Techniques 
that are based on Global optimization That are Used to solve 
this problem, PSO Based FCM Clustering is a revolutionary 
extended clustering algorithm for image segmentation, The 
model focuses on Clustering of pre-processed MRI images 
containing brain tumour, As per Observations we noted FCM 
is more efficient than K-means in terms of performance. 

Rajesh Babu K et.al  [6]  Examined the detection of brain 
tumour Using various methods Thresholding, K means, 
Clustering ,Fuzzy c means, we are using genetic algorithm in 
paper, AT first stage preprocessing method of segmentation 
with optimization to remove noise and increase contrast of 
input image, images of pre-processed and genetic algorithm 
are applied to PSO and DPSO algorithms of segmentation 
with optimization to detect error.  

Muhammad Zawish, et.al  [7]  proposed a method which 
gives information on deformable contours and  Modelling 
which separates the fore ground objects from back ground, 
Models given energy functions gets minimized  using The 
level set method which guide evolving curves towards the 
boundaries, Among the active contour models The 
Chan-Vase models gets high attention to the different  
applications for Image Segmentations, Brain tumour 
segmentations in Number of Iterations 150,200 and 250, Has 
been clearly shown in result. 

Vinay Rao, et.al.  [8]  Has taken a Approach to finding 
Tumour in images of brain by pixel wise classification, Used 
deep Convolution Neural Network for easy modality and 

learning quality representation for pixel, Each CNN is 
assumed as a pixel of non-tumour, Necrosis, edema, 
non-enhancing, enhancing, two settings were implemented 
and accuracy and loss in percentages were calculated in 
result. 

 Agn, Mikael, et.al.  [9] Author proposed a fully 
computerized method for brain tumour segmentation, with a 
tumour erstwhile that uses convolution controlled Boltzmann 
machines to model tumour shape, he have shown that 
methods performance associates well with current state of art 
on free benchmarking data sets. 

Alqazzaz, et.al [10] Demonstrated that using Seg Net with 
3D MRI datasets Models and the combining of four maximum 
feature maps with pixel concentration values of the original 
MRI modalities has capability to achieve well on 
segmentation of brain tumour. 

M.S. Sarabi, et.al.  [11] evaluates the performance of 
HNNs-based method for brain tumour separation in MRI 
images, The evaluation was performed for different data sets 
using two-fold cross validation on BRATS 2013, The 
proposed method out forms the common completely 
convolutionary network (FCN) method, In terms of the 
efficiency. 

B. Fischl et.al [12] compared with manual segmentation in 
order to validate the automated segmentation, Results of 
automatic to manually labelling data sets, each of these 
labelling were compared to two criteria of percent overlap and 
percent columns. 
Rolf A. Heckemann, et.al [13] illustrated MRI segmentation 
by combining label circulation and decision fusion, Label 
propagation is approach to provide anatomical segmentation 
without requiring interactive human input, drawing on 
concepts and principles from pattern recognition field, 
Suggest the results of the process.  
 
2.1 Dataset 
 

One of the main encounters of any scheme is to find the 
suitable dataset. Bio medical images are hard to find due to 
privacy issues. But the dataset we have used for this model 
was taken from BRATS (Brain Tumor Segmentation) dataset 
from 2015. 

BRATS are a challenge that has been stared from 2015 and 
has been done every year. 

For our model we have taken 250 image samples which 
consist of tumor and no tumor. The images are MRI scans. 
This has to classes: 

• NO- no tumor, encoded as 0 
• YES- tumor, encoded as 1.  
The entire dataset is separated into two parts training set 

and testing set. And each set consist of both tumor and no 
tumor images. The whole 100% data is divided as 65% of the 
total data is given for training of the model, and the remaining 
35% is given for testing the model. We are modelling the 
model with the help of dataset by using python tensor flow. 
This gives more accuracy and also less computational time. 
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3.  METHODOLOGY 
 
In order to enhance segmentation prospects, test MRI data is 
de-noised using median filter. Further processing has been 
carried in next stages. In the first step for dimensionality 
reduction by using Random Projection Technique (RPT) 
model and in the next step clustering algorithms takes place 
and the methods used are K-Means and Fuzzy C-Means. And 
after clustering the output image is undergone both 
segmentation without fusion and with fusion. In segmentation 
the methods are Level-Set and Chan-Vese and fusion cell 
CNN, CVT, NSCT, MEGF methods are used to find 
segmented image.  
3.1 Pre-Processing 
 

In this step de- noising the input 2D MRI image is done by 
using median filter. Median filter is a non-linear filtering 
technique. It is used to eliminate noise from the image or for a 
signal. This type of techniques is used in pre-processing phase 
to improve the results for letter processing. Median filter is an 
actual method that can differentiate isolated out - of-range 
noise from valid image features such as boundaries and lines 
in some way. The median filter explicitly swaps a pixel by the 
median value of altogether neighborhood pixels. 

 
The expression is 
y [p, q] = median {x [m , n ],(m , n) E u }            (1) 
 
Where u represents a neighborhood defined by the 

operator, centered around position [p, q] in the image.  
 

3.2 Clustering Methods 
 
3.2.1 K-Means Clustering Algorithm 

K-Means is one of the clustering methods. Clustering is an 
unsupervised machine learning algorithm. Clustering means 
grouping of similar records together in each dataset. 
This is a non-hierarchical clustering technique and an 
iterative algorithm that attempts to partition the dataset into a 
predefined amount of non-overlapping clusters by 
minimizing the square distance from each information point 
to the centroid cluster. It's a single type of clustering [14] 

        (2) 
Xj is input data, Ui is mean value. 
 
3.2.2 Fuzzy C Means Clustering Algorithm 
Grouping of objects/data such that substances in a group are 
more alike to each other than those in other groups. Is called 
clustering. Fuzzy C Means is a multiple clustering 
method.[15]. Fuzzy C-mean (derived from fuzzy logic) is a 
clustering technique, which calculates the measure of 
similarity of each observation to each cluster. Indirectly it 

means that each observation belongs to one or more clusters at 
the same time, unlike traditional clustering algos in which 
each data point is a part of single cluster only  

  (3) 
Uij is membership value, dij is distance between jth data point 
and ith cluster. 
 
3.3 Fusion Algorithms 
3.3.1 Convolution Neural Networks (CNN) 
    Convolution Neural Networks are a type of neural 
networks. Are widely used for image recognition and 
classification purpose[16]. There are 3 classifications in 
CNN. They are Le Net, Alex Net, Google Net. CNN is mainly 
used to image classification [17]. We give the image as input, 
but the computer takes it in the form of array of pixels. The 
layers in CNN are convolution layer, maxpooling, Re LU and 
fully convolution layer [18]. 

    (4) 
3.3.2 Curvelet Transform (CVT) 

CVT is more suitable than wavelet for the study of image 
edges, such as curve and line characteristics. It is known as 
the 2D transform. It is a discrete transform. CVT that is first 
formed in a continuous domain, and then diced to sampled 
data. 
Two filter banks (FB) is used to construct CVT. Curvelet is a 
multiscale and multidirectional change capable to 
communicate to bend as an organization of super imposed 
elements of different lengths and widths [19]. It depends on 
multi scale ridge lets with a band pass sifting to isolate a 
picture into disjoint scales. The side length of the limiting 
windows is multiplied at each other dyadic sub band for 
keeping up the essential property of the Curvelet change. 
 
3.3.3 Non-Subsampled Contourlet Transform (NSCT) 

Non-Subsampled Contourlet Transform provides a 
multi-resolution and multi-directional analysis for 2D 
multiple scales, with flexible feature ratios which is a new 
allowance of wavelet transform. It is used for image 
enhancement purpose [20]. 
NSCT is a fully shift invariant version of contourlet 
transform. It allows for dissimilar and elastic number of 
instructions at each scale. 
 
3.3.4 Multi-scale Weighted Gradient (MWGF) 

The point of the leaning founded grouping is later to 
combination all the overbearing slope data from the 
information pictures and move it into the melded picture. It 
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depends on a ''circuit then-break down'' system, in which 
disposition channel is utilized to play out a superior 
component choice in the slope area, and after that exploit the 
traditional multi resolution technique to reproduce the 
intertwined picture [21]. The weighted inclination-based 
combination plan is proficient to distinguish the most 
essential nearby structures in the info pictures and reduce 
them into the interwove picture. 
3.4 Segmentation Algorithms 
 
3.4.1 Chan-Vese Model(C-V) 

The Chan-Vese model is based on the functional 
Mumford-Shah for image segmentation and is commonly 
used in medical imaging, particularly for brain, heart and 
trachea segmentation.[22] 
Chan-Vese model is based on energy minimization methods. 
In this method the segmentation is done as firstly loading a 
MRI image and then create initial mask by using dimensions 
of image and then convert image from 2D to grey image, then 
create a signed distance map from mask and the last step is to 
evolve curve’s narrow band and interior and exterior 
means[23]. 
 
3.4.2 Level-Set Method (LSM) 

Level-Set is a method that turn out to be broadly utilized for 
capturing interface development particularly when the 
interface experiences outrageous. Mathematically it is an 
implicit method for representing the contours of an active 
contour or deformable model [24]. Instead of explicitly 
tracking the points of a function we are interested in, it is 
represented implicitly within a higher dimensional function. 
This method uses partial differential equation and Hamilton 
Jacob method to solve image segmentation problem [25]. 
Level sets can be used to implement both contour evolution 
using image edges (edge-based) and those that use the 
region-based statistics. Many, many variations on this theme 
exist (I get about 18,000 results on Google Scholar for “level 
set” and “active contour”. Three-dimensional level set 
segmentation is used as well, for example to segment organs 
from CT or MRI scans. 

 
4.  RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

In the present paper we are going to explain which method 
either segmentation with fusion or segmentation without 
fusion gives more performance metrics and it depends on the 
output results. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
       

Figure 2: (a) MRI Image (b)K-Means(c)Fuzzy C-Means 

The above Fig 2 shows that the input 2D image and second 
and third output images are outputs of clustering methods. 
 

           
               (a)                                       (b) 

            
              (c)                                      (d) 
Figure 3: Segmentation without fusion (a), (b) Level Set of 
K-Means &Fuzzy C-Means (c), (d) Chan-Vese of both K-Means& 
Fuzzy C-Means respectively. 
 
The above Fig 3 shows the output images of segmentation 
without using fusion methods, that includes Chan-Vese and 
Level Set techniques with clustering methods (K-Means & 
Fuzzy C-Means). And the below shows output images of 
segmentation with fusion which includes output images of all 
fusion techniques like CNN, CVT, NSCT, MWGF with 
Level-Set and Chan –Vese techniques. 
 

 
          Figure 4: Segmentation with fusion output images 
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Table1 1: Performance Metrics of Chan-Vese & Level-Set 
Segmentation Without Fusion. 

 
 
Table 2: Performance Metrics of Chan-Vese Segmentation with 
Fusion Methods. 

 
Table 3: Performance Metrics of Level-Set Segmentation with 
Fusion Methods. 

 
5.  CONCLUSION 

The current study develops a novel method for image 
segmentation using Chan-Vese and level-set with fusion 
methods for better output. The image which was denoised 
using median filter and the processed image undergoes 
clustering techniques and then segmentation of clustered 
image is done processing by fusion methods. And the main 
goal of this work is to compare the performance metrics of two 
models which are segmentation with fusion and segmentation 
without image. By comparing the performance metrics image 
which was segmented by fusion methods gives more 
performance metrics. And the image which is processed by 
convolution neural network gives more performance  
metrics. 
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